Welcome to my website and I hope you have navigated around and learned about our office in regards
to the services we provide as well as what to expect. You have my personal pledge that when you leave
our office, you will leave with the following:
1. Knowledge‐ Education is a powerful thing and we will not pursue treatment until you are
comfortable with the problems we have discussed, the solutions (and alternatives) that have
been proposed, and how we maintain everything we have done. I want you to understand that I
talk in terms of “we” as in I will work with you to get your oral health where it needs to be but I
must have a commitment from you. Together we will get you smiling and proud of your oral
health.
2. Honesty/Trust‐ I do not decide the treatment for you…..you do!! I am here to help analyze the
problems and offer suggestions depending on what your goals are. I am empower you to
understand and make the best decision for you. I support your choices.
3. Comfort‐ I have many patients state “I’m a real baby. I don’t want to be hurt or be in pain” .
These same patients are laughing at their self when they discover they are always comfortable
and no one would do anything to prevent that. Most patients look forward to their visits. I feel
you will too!
4. Pride‐ We take pride in helping you come up with a plan to keep your teeth in excellent shape.
You will love to smile again, and never be embarrassed about your smile. We can help anyone
who has a problem or even people that do not have problems. We even offer Whitening for Life
for patients who commit to maintaining their oral health!
5. Planning‐ Depending on your needs and desire to prevent further problems, we can develop
programs to help offset future dentistry with procedures such as Fluoride treatments and
sealants.
6. Respect. I realize that many patients do not get regular cleanings. This is entirely up to you. We
never criticize patients for the decisions they make. I feel we are a tool you can use, as you wish,
and when you wish to. For that matter, you can still brush and floss regularly and still have tooth
issues. The health of your mouth is more influenced by your genes than your hygiene.
You have my personal pledge you will receive a comfortable and enjoyable experience and you
will get exactly what you want from the appointment. I will answer all your questions so you can
feel at ease for future appointments. Please call our office to arrange a visit. Even if you do not
need any work, you’ll feel better knowing you have a regular dentist and you are taking all the
necessary steps to ensure optimum oral health!!

